As technology and your production needs change, Rockwell Automation delivers the newest power control solutions to meet them.

This includes expediting your system deployment with a Virtual Factory Acceptance Test for your CENTERLINE® and FLEXLINE™ motor control centers and PowerFlex® medium voltage drives.

**Our Virtual Factory Acceptance Test**

is a secure, high-quality alternative to a conventional factory visit. And it's tailored to your needs.

We use various secure technologies. Connections are made through a secure web browser. No special IT requirements are needed. There is nearly no limit to the number of participants who can join. Plus, your staff can connect from anywhere in the world, increasing organizational review, collaboration and buy-in.

Simultaneously, you'll eliminate expenses and travel requirements to Rockwell Automation facilities.

The live video streams are provided by mobile and mounted cameras. Test inspectors guide local teams through testing. The entire experience is customizable and interactive, providing two-way communications with on-site plant engineers, process engineers, product specialists and your project leader – just like an on-site factory acceptance test.
Rockwell Automation product lines supported with virtual factory acceptance testing:

- CENTERLINE® Medium Voltage Motor Control Centers
- CENTERLINE® Low Voltage Motor Control Centers
- FLEXLINE™ Low Voltage Motor Control Centers
- PowerFlex® Medium Voltage Variable Frequency Drives

Benefits

- Fully execute virtual factory acceptance test requirements in a customizable remote and interactive online environment. The virtual inspection and testing are implemented via secure software.
- Increase speed to project deployment. Easy resource coordination for all parties.
- Access complete data documentation. Recorded interactive testing, presentation and findings.
- Easily customize your virtual factory acceptance test with your internal staff and Rockwell Automation team.

We’re with you every step of the way

As technology evolves, Rockwell Automation delivers new ways to collaborate and improve productivity.

Let’s get started.

Contact your local Rockwell Automation sales or technical service representative to schedule a virtual factory acceptance test program with Rockwell Automation.